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THE GRACE OF KOI
INSPIRED BY THE SWE EPING MOVEMENTS OF ORNAMENTAL
FISH IN AN ADJACENT LAKE, THE CHANGSHU JINMAO
SALES CENTRE BY AEDAS SETS THE STAGE FOR A NEW
MIXED-USE DEVELOPMENT IN CHINA’S JIANGSU PROVINCE.
WORDS
MICH ELE KOH
MOROLLO
/
P H OTOGRAPHY
C reatAR Im ages

01. Located
near a lake and
close to two
main roads,
the Changshu
Jinmao Sales
Centre retreats
to pave way for
a public plaza.
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I

n December last year, Aedas completed
the Changshu Jinmao Sales Centre, the
first building of the new Jinmao Smart

Science City, in the city of Changshu in
China’s Jiangsu province.
Owned by Chinese real estate developer
China Jinmao, the Science City is nestled
in the core of the Hudong Science and
Technology Business District in the city’s
southern new town.
The first phase of the Jinmao Smart
Science City was conceived as an “urban
parlour” that will support the project’s
second phase, which will include a high-rise
office building, themed commercial centre
and commercial street.
This parlour occupies a 672m2 street
corner site and includes a 193m2 Sales
Centre positioned within the parcel in a way
that the building retreats to pave way for a
public plaza.
This

Centre

accommodates

sales-

related activities, and houses conference
and banquet facilities, as well as property
management offices.
“The project – which includes the Sales
Centre and the public square – is in northeast
corner of the development site, close to two
main roads, and has an excellent urban display
surface,” says Aedas Executive Director Lin
Zi Huan, who oversaw the project.
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02. The building’s curving
silhouette was inspired by the
movements of koi fish.
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03. Vertical fins on its
rear present a grand and
dignified appearance.

“

02

The Sales Centre’s folding glass curtain wall,
with its gradual trapezoidal cross-section, creates a
three-dimensional curvilinear effect that reflects the
shifting light and shadows of the sun.

“

03

“We

hope

to

merge

science

and

technology with the local landscape of

shape of the koi in the nearby lake as a
means of conveying conceptual regionality.

Changshu, and to create an artistic and

Besides the Sales Centre’s figurative

beautifully-rendered urban landmark that

depiction of koi, this project has other

interacts with the public.”

distinctive features such as the concession

NOD TO PROSPERITY

of the building layout to the street corner to
form a public plaza, the overhead bridge on

Inspired by the many koi that inhabit

the first floor of the building volume, which

Kuncheng Lake – a fresh water lake that sits

will introduce the flow of people through the

adjacent to the Centre – the building has a

plaza into the commercial centre and office

curvaceous architectural silhouette that

buildings that are still under construction.

simulates the movements of the fish.

“These are all part and parcel of the

The rearward movement of the building

customised solution we offered our client

releases the street corner space to create an

after in-depth research on site conditions

outdoor plaza with a circular pool.

and comprehensive follow-up development

The outline of this plaza echoes the form
of the building and the visual effect of koi
leaping – a Chinese symbol of prosperity.

considerations,” Lin says.

A GRAND DEBUT

“For our designers to come up with

As the first completed section of Jinmao

solutions tailored to local conditions, we

Smart Science City, the primary objective of

conducted a lot of urban context research

this phase is to communicate the debut of

and multiple field visits in the early planning

the new development to the public.

stages,” says Lin, whose team chose the

Therefore, the architecture of the Sales
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Centre is presented as an open artifice in
dialogue with the city.
It has an orientation that does not
obstruct

the

views

of

the

upcoming

commercial centre and high-rise office
building that will be built in phase two.
The Sales Centre’s folding glass curtain
04. Views of a
glass skylight
framed by a
cascading fibreoptic water
curtain can be
seen from the
escalator in the
atrium.

section,

creates

a

three-dimensional

curvilinear effect that reflects the shifting
light and shadows of the sun.

The sales offices and private banquets

The back of the building is constructed

are located on two horizontal ends of the

with vertical fins, presenting a grand and

first floor, while the second floor serves as

dignified appearance.

exhibition and sales spaces.

The design of the facade integrates

From the escalator in the atrium,

motifs from Chinese classical gardens —

users see a glass skylight surrounded

traditional elements of verandas, flower

by a cascading fibre-optic water curtain.

windows and blue brick courtyard walls

This creates visually impressive entry

— with modern materials so both futuristic

experience.

and classical aesthetics are embodied in
the architecture.
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wall, with its gradual trapezoidal cross-

The middle of the first floor – where
the main entrance to the Centre is located

FLOOR PLANS

CHANGSHU
JINMAO SALES
CENTRE

LOCATION

1ST FLOOR

Changshu, Jiangsu,
China
/
COMPLETION

2020
/
SITE AREA

7,233m2
/
BUILDING AREA

2,072.28m2
/
GROSS FLOOR AREA

2,072.28m2
/
ARCHITECT

AEDAS
/
LEAD ARCHITECT

Lin Zi Huan
/
DEVELOPER

2ND FLOOR

China Jinmao
(Suzhou) Co.
/
CONTRACTOR

China Construction
First Engineering
Bureau Co.
/
M&E CONSULTANT

Tus-Design Group Co.
/
LANDSCAPE
ARCHITECT

FLO 间外设计事务所
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05. The design of the facade
integrates motifs from Chinese
classical gardens but made with
modern materials to give the
project a futuristic aesthetic.
/
06. Lighting is used to accentuate
the frame of the building, gently
illuminating it come nightfall.

06

– was elevated to serve as an urban corridor

this reason, we used parametric design

leading to Jinmao Science City.

to precisely control the arrangement

In this way, various future functions, such
as the display area for the 3D property model,
sales negotiation area, and property office
can be accommodated here at a later stage.

position of each brick and the interval of
the brick itself.
“Even so, the construction of masonry
was not very smooth. But the project

The biggest technical challenges for

architect and the construction personnel

Lin and his team were constructing the

repeatedly revised and adjusted on site to

unique shape of the building within a tight

reduce construction errors and improve

construction deadline and building the brick

construction quality to deliver results we

courtyard wall on the first floor.

were all very happy with,” Lin said.

“The design of the brick facade on this

“With the completion of the entire

wall was inspired by the local classical

project, the function of the ‘urban parlour’

gardens. This brick wall follows the trend of

will change accordingly, which is one of

architectural modelling to form a cone with

the key considerations raised by our client.

a certain angle of inclination.

“Therefore, it was crucial that this

“To ensure safety, the position of each

first phase be novel, eye-catching and

brick needed to be connected by steel

harmoniously unified with the upcoming

rods to ensure that the wall is secure. For

second phase.”
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A LEISURELY SHOP
NATURE AND SCULPTURAL FORMS INTRODUCED
BY DESIGN STUDIO BURDIFILEK TURN SEOUL’S
LARGEST DEPARTMENT STORE INTO A WELCOMING
AND TRANQUIL PUBLIC SPACE.
WORDS
MICH ELE KOH
MOROLLO
/
P H OTOGRAPHY
YO NGJOON CH OI
P H OTOGRAPHY

01. The choice
of materials
played a
key role in
developing the
atmospheric
setting of The
Hyundai Seoul’s
retail spaces.
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C

anadian
Burdifilek
Hyundai

interior

design

has

completed

Seoul

–

the

studio
The

largest

department store in South Korea’s capital.
The three-level retail space – part of
a multi-use business, leisure, and retail
complex – includes expansive floorplates,
abundant greenery and a waterfall garden.
The brief called for a new concept in
a retail environment that would blend
retail innovation, technology, and stunning
design to create a memorable experience for
shoppers that goes beyond the simple act of
shopping.
Burdifilek was commissioned to design
three floors with each having its own
programming, and to find a design solution
for the many atriums around the edge of
the building.
“The Hyundai Seoul is an important piece
of architecture, probably the last piece of
property of this scale left in Seoul,” says Paul
Filek, Burdifilek’s Managing Partner.
“It is comprised of many voids around the
building that needed to be addressed.
“The client’s idea was to give back 50 per
cent of these atriums to public spaces for
people to have a good experience.”

A GREEN BELT
Burdifilek has worked on projects in
Seoul for the past decade, and the team is
familiar with the abundant nature in the
South Korean countryside.
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02. Reflective
surfaces create
a sophisticated
mood while
visually expanding
the interiors.
/
03. The third floor
includes bolder
forms amidst a
creative backdrop
of shocking deep
blue hanging
systems.
/
04. Along the
inner edges of the
ceiling planes are
reflective borders
that mimic
tranquil water
patterns, creating
the visual effect
of glancing up at
a reflecting pond.
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One of their goals with this project was
to bring a feeling of being outdoors into the
department store to soften the interiors and
create a more tranquil experience for users.
They came up with the concept of a
green belt to create an overall theme of
tranquility and well-being.
This becomes a place of escapism, a
runway for everyday life activities, from
social interactions to art displays, and
inspiring encounters.
In the atrium, they included a 12m-high
sculptural waterfall with curving forms
and floating islands to echo elements
from nature.
“The soothing elements of the atrium
are visible from all levels of the department

“The concept of nature is carried forward

store, nourished by abundant natural light

with reflective borders that mimic tranquil

drawn in through a skylight extending

water patterns along the inner edges of the

through the core of the building,” says

ceiling planes, creating the visual effect of

Diego Burdi, Burdifilek’s Creative Director.

glancing up at a reflecting pond.

“Nature is evoked through various

“All these elements contribute to a

design elements, including greenery and

much more experiential environment than

the sound of water.

the typical mall experience has to offer.”

04

“

In this modern retail emporium, the worlds of art,
design and fashion collide to create a cultural experience
that goes beyond a mere shopping experience.

“
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CUSTOMISED RETAIL
EXPERIENCES
The department store occupies the second,
third and fourth floor of the mixed-use complex.
The client had provided a programme,
and Burdifilek’s design team fine-tuned it to
05. Gentle
lighting
highlights the
fluid forms on
the ceiling.

design elements and merchandising capacities.
During the block planning phase, shaping
of zones were further developed with simple
and intuitive circulation patterns to help clearly

retail spaces for shoes and modern men and

define the zones.

womenswear, has an edgier interior concept

The interiors of the second floor were
compartmentalised

into

approximately

40 zones, which include high-end global
womenswear, shoes, accessories, and a café.
The third floor, which has a café and
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optimise space allocations for the feature

and is sectioned into 30 zones.
Home and activewear retail spaces are
located on the fourth floor.
Burdifilek’s goal was to create retail
environments on each floor that would speak

FLOOR PLANS

2ND LEVEL

3RD LEVEL
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Custom hanging fixtures with refined

06

detail evoke feelings of lightness, while
providing a cohesive language for curated
brands to shine.
Terrazzo finishes, custom handcrafted
wall textures, and a subdued colour palette
with layers of reflectivity and translucency
further boosts the sophisticated mood here.
On the third floor, the team expanded
the nature theme with a sculptural garden
concept.
While

maintaining

a

degree

of

commonality with the second floor in terms
of sculptural elements, this floor expresses

07

to a specific demographic with a different
design language while evoking nature in
various ways, so each floor had different
06. Custom
hanging fixtures
evoke a sense of
lightness while
providing a
cohesive language
for curated brands
to shine.
/
07. The mall
includes cafes on
the second and
third floor.

programmes and were created with a
different look and feel.
“We

also

strove

to

create

some

commonality through sculptural elements
that will resonate with the guests and give
a physical experience of wandering and
exploring,” says Burdi.
Material choice played a big role in
developing the atmospheric settings.
The second floor is anchored by iconic
forms, with an emphasis on textures and
sculptural tonality.
It

offers

a

gallery-like

space

for

shoppers to meander around and explore.
Here, use of gentle, indirect lighting
accentuates fluid forms on the ceiling.
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THE HYUNDAI
SEOUL

LOCATION

Seoul, South Korea
/
COMPLETION

2021
/
BUILDING AREA

89,100m2
/
GROSS FLOOR AREA

9,552m2
/
ARCHITECTURE

Richard Rogers
/
INTERIOR DESIGN

Burdifilek
/
LEAD DESIGNERS

Diego Burdi, Paul Filek
/
CONTRACTOR

Dongeuy & Daewon SD

them in bolder forms amid a creative

beyond a mere shopping experience,”

/

backdrop of a shocking, deep-blue hanging

says Filek.

MECHANICAL

systems.
08. A 12-metrehigh sculptural
waterfall with
curving forms and
floating islands
echo elements
from nature.

“Because we partnered with a client that

“Aggressive

has a future-oriented vision towards retail

/

emphasis on the contrast of natural and

and technology innovation, from beginning

ELECTRICAL

man-made

to end, this project went extremely well,

materials,

custom

built,

with

MKG

an

ceiling,

materiality

CONSULTANT

unfinished

open

vacuum-formed

sculptural walls, and a simple colour palette
speaks more directly to the featured brands.
“In this modern retail emporium, the

without any major challenges.
“The

Hyundai

Seoul

perspective

on

Keunwoo
/

transcends

traditional retail philosophy to offer a
unique

CONSULTANT

how

common

worlds of art, design and fashion collide

experiences like shopping can be greatly

to create a cultural experience that goes

enhanced,” concludes Burdi.

LIGHTING CONSULTANT

Marcel Dion Canada
/
LIGHTING CONSULTANT

be:Che (South Korea)
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